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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a row relaxation method for solving the regularized I, 
problem 
minimize $llxll~ + IlAx-bllr. 
It is shown that the dual of this problem has the form 
minimize ;JIA’yl\; - ebry 
subject to IlylL Q 1, 
and if y solves the dual, then ATy/e solves the primal. The fact that the dual 
variables have simple bounds enables us to apply a wide range of methods. The 
method derived in this paper is a row relaxation method that resembles Kaczmarz’s 
method. This feature makes it suitable for solving problems in which A is large, 
sparse, and unstructured. Another advantage is that the method is easily adapted to 
handle linear constraints. The paper introduces an iterative improvement technique 
that shifts the limit of the iterative process toward a solution of the unregularized 
problem 
minimize IlAx-bII1. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents an efficient row relaxation method for solving the 
regularized I, problem 
minimize ~.ellxll~ + ((Ax- blli, (1.1) 
where E is a positive constant, A is a real m X n matrix, b = (b,, . . . , b,n)T E 
R”, and x=(x,,..., r,)r E Iw” denotes the vector of unknowns. The method 
of regularization has been introduced by Tikhonov and others as a means for 
improving the condition of ill-posed problems (e.g. Tikhonov and Arsenin, 
1977). In particular, it turns out to be a useful tool for handling unstable data 
fitting problems, that is, problems which result in an inconsistent system of 
linear equations, Ax = b, such that small changes in the data (i.e. the 
elements of A or b) can cause large changes in the minimum norm solution 
of the least squares problem 
minimize $1 Ax - blli. (I.21 
Suppose, for example, that we have an a priori estimate, zO, of the solution of 
(1.2). Then one way to “stabilize” the solution is by adding the term 
$11x- z,,lli to our objective function. It is also convenient to shift the origin 
to zO. This results in a problem of the form 
minimize $sllxll~ +$IAx--bIIi, (1.3) 
which can be considered as the regularized form of (1.2). A further justifica- 
tion for the replacement of (1.2) by (1.3) lies in the observation that as E 
tends to zero the solution of (1.3) tends to the minimum norm solution of 
(1.2) (e.g. Tikhonov, 1965). The need for solving large problems of the form 
(1.3) arises, for example, in the field of image reconstruction from projec- 
tions. This need has led Herman et al. (1980) to suggest a row relaxation 
method for solving this problem. For detailed surveys of row relaxation 
methods and the specia1 environment that oharacterizes their use see, for 
example, Censor (1981, 1988). The ability to solve (1.3) with a row relaxation 
method raises the question of whether there exists a similar method for 
solving (1.1). The advantage of replacing (1.3) with (1.1) lies in the fact that 
2, solutions are less sensitive to the presence of outliers (i.e. occasional large 
errors in the data). The reader is referred to Barrodale and Roberts (1973) or 
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Bartels and Conn (1981) for a further discussion of this point. The aim of this 
research is therefore to develop a row relaxation method for solving (1.1). 
The motivation behind the proposed scheme lies in the observation that 
the 1 r problem 
minimize IlAx-bllr (1.4) 
is equivalent to the linear programming problem 
minimize (Or, e’) ( z) 
subject to (1.5) 
where e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)r E [w’” and z E [w’“. (For the sake of clarity we mention 
that y > 0 means that all the components of y are nonnegative. Similarly, 
u > v means u-v 2 0.) Mangasarian (1981) shows that the dual of the 
regularized linear programming problem 
minimize &llxll; +crx 
(1.6) 
subject to AX > b 
has the form 
minimize #IAry- ~11; - ebTy 
(1.7) 
subject to Y 2 0, 
and if 9 solves (1.7) then (ATy-c)/e solves (1.6). Mangasarian suggested 
solving (1.7) via a SOR method that restricts the dual variables to stay 
nonnegative. Recently Dax (199Oc) has shown that Mangasarian’s SOR 
scheme can be implemented as a row relaxation method. These observations 
suggest that a similar algorithm can be devised to solve the regularized form 
of (1.5). However, a regularized form of (1.5) is 
minimize $s( IL& + 11~11~) + eTz 
subject to [+:: X)43 
(1.8) 
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and this problem is equivalent to 
minimize $s(llxll~ + IlAx-blli)+ IlAx-blli. (1.9) 
Thus, although we are able to construct the dual of (1.9) and to solve it by 
row relaxation, it is not this problem that we want to solve. 
The answer to our problem lies in the properties of the partially 
regularized linear programming problem 
minimize ;& 
i 1 
i xj” +cTx 
j=l (1.10) 
subject to Ax 2 b, 
where t is smaller than n. In the next section we show that the dual of (1.10) 
has a rather interesting structure. Then, in Section 3, this result is used to 
show that the dual of (1.1) has the form 
minimize +IIATy II; - EbTy 
(1.11) 
subject to -l<yi(l for i=l,...,m, 
and if 9 solves (l.ll), then the vector jz = AT?/& solves (1.1). Since the dual 
variables have simple bounds, it is possible to derive a simple row relaxation 
scheme for solving (1.11). 
The resulting algorithm is similar to the one proposed in Dax (199Oc) for 
solving (1.7). It also has many features in common with the methods of 
Kaczmarz (1937), Herman et al. (1980), and Lent and Censor (1980). Let {yk} 
denote the sequence of points which are generated by the new algorithm, 
and define xk = ATyk / E. It is proved that the sequence (xJ always con- 
verges and the limit of this sequence provides the unique solution of (1.1). 
Furthermore, the asymptotic behavior of the new method is similar to that of 
the SOR method for solving a system of the form 
u’q = &,, (1.12) 
where A is obtained from A by deleting certain rows of A. 
We have seen that a possible motivation for solving the regularized 
problem is the existence of an initial estimate, z,,. On the other hand, when 
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the regularized problem is solved, we obtain a new estimate, z,. Hence, by 
shifting the origin to zi, it is possible to obtain an improved regularized 
problem and improved solution zs. Similarly, z2 can be used to generate zs, 
and so forth. The details of this process are explained in Section 4. Let {z,J 
denote the sequence of points that are generated in this way. It is proved 
that the sequence (zk} is bounded and each cluster point of this sequence 
solves (1.4). Hence, if (1.4) has a unique solution, the sequence (zk} con- 
verges to this point. In practice zk+, is obtained from zk by applying a few 
iterations of the row relaxation method, which results in a simple method for 
solving (1.4). 
Recently Dax and Berkowitz (1990) h ave proposed a column relaxation 
method for solving large I, problems. The advantage of the current approach 
is, however, that it is easily adapted to solve constrained I, problems of the 
form 
minimize $sllxll; + IlAx- WI1 
subject to arx>b, for i=m+l,...,Z 
and arx=bi for i=Z+l,...,s, 
(1.13) 
where a,, i=m+l,..., s, are given vectors in [w”. The details of the 
modified row relaxation scheme are given in Section 6. 
2. PARTIAL REGULARIZATION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
This section investigates the partially regularized linear programming 
problem 
t 
minimize 2x+$ c xp 
j=l 
subject to Ax 2 b, 
(2.1) 
where t is a positive integer such that 1 Q t < n. The first property to be 
stated is a direct corollary of Theorem 1 of Mangasarian and Meyer (1979). 
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THEOREM 1. Let x* E R” solve the LP problem 
minimize c TV 
subject to Ax > b, 
(2.2) 
and assume that the problem 
minimize f ,i x; 
3=1 
(2.3) 
subject to Ax > b and cTx < cTx* 
has a solution. Then there exists a positive constant, S > 0, such that for each 
E in the interval (0, S] the solution of (2.1) is also a solution of (2.3). 
The next theorem shows that the dual of (2.1) has a rather interesting 
structure. In order to describe this structure we need the following notation. 
Let A denote the m X t matrix which is composed of the first t columns of 
A, and let d denote the m X (n - t) matrix which is composed of the last 
n - t columns of A. That is, 
Similarly we split c so that 
where CE[W~ and IZER”-‘. 
THEOREM 2. lf (2.1) has a solution, then the problem 
minimize +IIATy-ell; - ebTy 
subject to ATy = 6 and y > 0 
also has a solution. Conversely, let y E R’” solve (2.4) and define 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
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Then there exists a vector f E R”- t such that the vector 
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solves (2.1). 
Proof. Both (2.1) and (2.4) are convex quadratic programming problems. 
Hence a vector 
,. 
x= ( 1 x ER” f 
solves (2.1) if and only if there exists a vector y E Iw’” such that 
Ax>bb, .sjz+i? = LPy, 6 = tlry, Y a 0, yT(Ax-b) = 0. 
(2.6) 
(These are the well-known Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions.) Substituting 
the equality % = (Ary - 3)/s into the relations Ax = A2 + AZ > b shows that 
x solves (2.1) if and only if there exists a vector y such that 
qTY-q +Aif>b ~ dTy-c 
, > 
XC- ATy = E, 
& & ’ 
Y>O, YT 
A(A’y-e) 
& 
(2.7) 
Similarly, the optimality conditions of (2.4) imply that a vector y E [w” solves 
this problem if and only if there exist vectors w E (W”-’ and z E [w”’ such that 
ii(bTy-2)- .sb = - Aw+z, A’ =e Y > y > 0, z > 0, yrz = 0. 
(2.8) 
Thus by writing f = W/E and eliminating z, we obtain that these conditions 
are also equivalent to (2.7). l 
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3. THE REGULARIZED I, PROBLEM 
This section investigates the properties of the regularized 1, problem 
(1.1). We shall start by establishing the existence and the uniqueness of a 
point % that solves this problem. Let S denote the set of all the points that 
solve (1.4), and let x* denote the unique solution of the problem 
minimize (Ixl(s 
subject to XES 
(3.1) 
Then any x E [w” that satisfies the inequality 
&llxll; + IlAx-bill < ~~llx*II; + IlAx* -blh 
must lie in the compact ball 
{xl llxllz d lb* ll2} 
Therefore, since the objective function of (1.1) is continuous and strictly 
convex everywhere in [w”, it has a unique minimizer that lies in this ball. 
Let us turn now to derive the dual of (1.1). An equivalent way to write 
this problem is 
minimize ~~llxll~ + (OT,eT) z 
( 1 
subject to 
[‘:: :I~WL$ 
(3.2) 
where e = (1, 1,. . . , ljT E IR”. Therefore, since (3.2) is a partially regularized 
LP problem, the discussion in the previous section yields the following 
results. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a positive constant 6 > 0 such that all the 
problems of the f&m (1.1) which are generated by choosing e from the 
interval (0,6] have the same solution point, and this point is the unique 
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solution of the problem 
minimize llxllz 
subject to XES. 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 E R”’ solve the problem 
minimize ;IIk-y 11; - EbTy 
subject to -e<y<e, 
and define 
2 = AT?/&. 
Then S is the unique solution of (1.1). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Proof. From Theorem 2 we obtain that the dual of (3.2) has the form 
minimize ~IIAT(u--v) II:- &br(u-v) 
(3.6) 
subject to u+v=e, u > 0, v > 0. 
Hence, on substituting 
(3.7) 
the relations 
y=u-v, 
u+v=e, u 2 0, v20 (3.8) 
give 
-e<y<e. (3.9) 
Conversely, if y satisfies (3.9) and the vectors u and v are defined by 
u =$(e+y), v=i(e-y), (3.10) 
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then these vectors satisfy (3.8), which proves the equivalence of (3.6) and 
(3.4). Now the observation that the point A’p/.s solves (1.1) is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2 and the equivalence between (3.2) and (1.1). n 
Another way to express (3.4) is 
maximize bTy - i C 
(1 II 
2 
E 2 (3.11) 
subject to llyllrn< 1. 
This formulation has the advantage that the dual objective function satisfies 
the classical primal-dual inequality 
2 
6 &II; + IlAx-bll, 
2 2 
(3.12) 
for all x E R” and y E R” such that llyllm< 1. The validity of (3.12) follows 
from the observation that the optimality conditions of (3.11) imply the 
equalities 
= Ilb- A%IIi (3.13) 
and 
E AT9 II II 
2 
bT”-; E 2 = $1; + IIAP-blh. (3.14) 
That is, equality occurs in (3.12) if and only if both x and y are optimal. 
4. A ROW RELAXATION METHOD 
In this section we describe and analyze a row relaxation method for 
solving (3.4). The basic iteration is composed of m steps, where the ith step, 
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i=l,..., m, considers the ith row of A. Let a: denote the ith row of A, and 
let w be a preassigned relaxation parameter such that 
Let y =(yl,..., y?,>r denote the current estimate of the solution at the 
beginning of the ith step, and let 
r = ATy (4.1) 
denote the corresponding residual vector. It is assumed that the dual 
variables satisfy 
-lgy,<l. (4.2) 
With this notation and assumptions at hand, the ith step is carried out as 
follows: 
(a) Calculate B = -(aTr - ej,)/aTa,. 
(b) If 8 >/ 0 set 7 = min(w0, + 1- y,}. 
If 8 < 0 set 77 = max(w8, - 1- yJ. 
(c) Set yi := yi + n and r := r+ Tai. 
The symbol := is used to denote arithmetic assignment. That is, yi := yi f 77 
means “set the new value of yi equal to yi + 7.” The motivation behind this 
change lies in the observation that 6 provides the minimizer of the one 
parameter function 
f(0) =iI(AT(y+ Be,) I[:- sbT(y+ Bei) = $IOai +rllg - O&b, - &bTy, 
(4.3) 
where ej denotes the ith column of the m X m unit matrix. The actual 
change in yi is 
where 
o,<v,<w. 
(The value of v changes from step to step.) Hence the corresponding 
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reduction in the objective function value is 
f(0) - f( 77) = +araiv(2- v)6” >, 0. 
Furthermore, since ~(2 - v)&” = ~‘(2 - v>/ Y and the function (2 - Y)/ v is 
monotonic decreasing in the interval (0,2], we always have the inequality 
2-w 
f(O)-f(v) >$arai”*-. (4.4) 
It is also easy to verify that 6 coincides with the increment of yi in the ith 
step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration for solving the system 
AA*y = eb. (4.5) 
Thus the proposed method can be viewed as a modified SOR scheme that 
restricts the variables to stay in the interval [ - 1, 11. 
In order to investigate the convergence properties of the new algorithm 
we shall use yk and rk to denote the position of the vectors y and r at the end 
of the k th iteration, k = 1,2,. . . . The algorithm may start from any pair of 
points y0 E [w’” and r. E R” that satisfy (4.1)-(4.2), and these relations are 
preserved throughout the iterative process. The fact that the sequence {ykl is 
bounded ensures that it has at least one cluster point. 
THEOREM 5. Each cluster point of the sequence {yk} solves (3.4). 
Proof. The sequence F(y,) = $lIA’yk/li - .cbTyk is monotonic decreas- 
ing and bounded from below. Consequently this sequence converges and 
lim [ F(yk) - F(~k+~)l = 0. 
k-r- 
(4.6) 
Hence as k tends to infinity, both sides of the inequality (4.4) tends to zero, 
which implies that 
lim llyk -yk+ill2 = O. 
k+- 
(4.7) 
Moreover, let 9 = (pi,. . . , fm)T be a cluster point of the sequence {yk). Then 
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the equality 
f( 6) = f(0) + iO”arai + B(a;fAry - ebi) 
indicates that 9 has to satisfy 
ayAT9 - e bi = 0 when _l<jri<l, 
aTAT - ebi > 0 when fi=-l, (4.3) 
aTA’?- ebi < 0 when 9i=1, 
since otherwise the difference f(O) - f(r~) would exceed a certain amount as 
y approaches 9. In other words, f satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker optimality 
conditions for solving (3.4). n 
COROLLARY 6. If the rows of A are linearly independent, then (3.4) has a 
unique solution and the sequence {yk) converges to this point. 
If, however, the rows of A are linearly dependent, then the convergence 
of the sequence (yk} remains an open question. Nevertheless, as we now 
show, the sequence {ATyk /e) converges regardless of the answer. 
THEOREM 7. The sequence {AT yk / E} converges to the minimizer of 
(1.1). 
Proof. The fact that the sequence {yk) is bounded implies that the 
sequence (ATyk /E} is also bounded and has at least one cluster point. 
Therefore, since (1.1) has a unique solution, it is sufficient to show that each 
cluster point of the sequence {ATyk /E) solves (1.1). Let % be a cluster point 
of this sequence, and let (z,) be a subsequence of {yk) such that 
lim 
ATz, 
- = 2. 
p-tm E (4.9) 
Then, since {z,} is bounded, it has a cluster point, say 9. Hence there exists a 
subsequence {w,} of {z,} such that 
lim ws = 9 (4.10) 
q-+- 
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and 
lim ATw4 A - = x. 
q-+m E 
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(4.11) 
Combining these relations gives 
x^ =A*j+, (4.12) 
where 9 is a cluster point of (yk). Now Theorem 5 implies that 9 solves (3.4), 
while Theorem 4 shows that % is the unique minimizer of (1.1). W 
Let us turn now to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the new 
method. For this purpose we need some further notation and assumptions. 
Let M+ denote the subset of M = (1,2,3,. . , m} that contains all the indices 
i E M for which there exists a positive integer, say p,, such that eTyk = 1 for 
all k > pi. As before, the vector ei denotes the ith column of m X m unit 
matrix. Hence the product eryk equals the ith component of yk. Similarly 
the subset M- includes all the indices i E M for which there exists a 
positive integer pi such that eryk = - 1 for all k > pi. Finally we define MO 
to be the subset of M that contains all the indices for which there exists a 
positive integer pi such that - 1 < eryk < 1 for all k > pi. The role of these 
sets is revealed in the following discussion. 
LEMMA 8. Let f denote the unique solution of (1.1). Zf a:? > b, then 
i E M-. Zf aTa < b, then i E M+. 
Proof. A further look at the ith step of the basic iteration shows that as 
k tends to infinity the value of 6 approaches - .s(arf - b,)/ara,. Assume, for 
example, that arji < bi. Then there exists a positive constant (Y and a positive 
integer 3 such that (Y < 8 whenever k > fi. This observation mea:s that yi 
must reach 1 after a finite number of iterations. Moreover, since 8 remains 
positive, once yi reaches 1 it stays there. n 
It is not true, however, that a:? = bi implies i E MO. In fact, there is no 
guarantee that the equality 
M-UM+UM’=M (4.13) 
always holds. Recall that if the change in yi does not cause it to hit one of its 
bounds, then the ith step coincides with that of the SOR method. Hence the 
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equality (4.13) is equivalent to assuming the existence of a positive integer, 
say p, such that when k > p the k th iteration has the following property: If 
i E M- U M+ then yi is unchanged, while for i E MO the ith step is a SOR 
step. Let A, a, and qk be obtained from A, b, and yk, respectively, by 
deleting those rows (components) whose indices belong to M- U Mf. Then 
the above assumption means that if k > p, then Bk + 1 is obtained from yk by 
the SOR method for solving the system 
~Ty=E&-g (4.14) 
where 
g= C a,- C a,. 
iEM+ iEM_ 
(4.15) 
The fact that 2 solves (1.1) indicates that the system (4.14) has a solution. 
Therefore any sequence (zk} that is generated by applying the SOR method 
to solve (4.14) converges to a point z that solves this system. Furthermore, 
there exists a positive constant y such that 
llZ/( - zlle < yllAATz, - E&g112 (4.16) 
(see Theorem 9 of Dax, 1990a). The last inequality indicates that if the 
sequence (y,J has a cluster point y* = <y:, . . . , y,T,lT such that i E M- U M+ 
implies - 1 < y* < 1, then the sequence (yk} converges to y* and the 
equality (4.13) holds. 
Another situation which ensures the convergence of the sequence (Pk) 
occurs when the rows of A are linearly independent. In this case the system 
(4.14) has a unique solution. Therefore, since any cluster point of {fk} solves 
this system, there is only one such point. 
Summarizing our results, we conclude that although we have not estab- 
lished (4.13), it seems that the asymptotic behavior of the new method 
resembles that of the SOR method for solving (4.14). Let r?z denote the 
number of rows of A. Then, since A is assumed to be unstructured, the 
convergence of the SOR method is faster for smaller rit. On the other hand, 
the value of r% is likely to decrease as the size of the vector sb increases. 
Hence, the larger the E, the faster the convergence. Conversely, when E is 
small, & approaches m, and the new method is expected to resemble the 
SOR method for solving the system 
AATy = ab. (4.17) 
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Furthermore, let the sequence {fk} be obtained by applying the SOR method 
to solve (4.17), and let the sequence {f,J be obtained by applying the method 
of Kaczmarz (1937) to solve the system 
Ax=b. (4.18) 
If the initial points satisfy 
f, = Arf,,/e, (4.19) 
then the equality 
f, = ATj+ /E (4.20) 
holds for all k > 0. 
The reader is referred to BjBrck and Elfving (1979) or Dax (1990a) for a 
detailed discussion of the relationship between the SOR method and Kacz- 
marz’s method. This relationship suggests that the asymptotic behavior of the 
sequence f - ATBk /E is similar to that of Kaczmarz’s method for solving 
the system k - 
A 
Ax=b-Ag, 
& 
(4.21) 
Thus for large E the sequence xk = ATyk /E is expected to have fast 
convergence, while for small E the asymptotic rate of convergence of this 
sequence resembles that of Kaczmarz’s method for solving (4.18). Indeed, 
experiments that we have done confirmed these observations. 
5. ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT 
This section presents a simple iterative technique that can be used to 
improve the solution of the regularized 1, problem 
minimize $sllxlli + [[Ax-bill. (5.1) 
Starting from an arbitrary initial point za, the proposed method generates a 
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sequence (zk} in the following way. Given zk, we define 
b, = b- AZk 
and calculate xk, the unique solution of the problem 
minimize ~sllxll~ i- /Ax-bkllr. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Then the next point is defined as 
(5.4) 
Since the value of (5.3) for xk is by definition smaller than for x = 0, 
ll&k -Ml 5; j&q$ + lhk+l -bll,, (5.5) 
the sequence {II Az, - bll,) is monotonic decreasing, and 
(5.6) 
A further justification for applying this process lies in the following observa- 
tions. 
THEOREM 9. The sequence {IIAzk -bllJ converges to I/Al-bllr, where 
f solves (1.4). 
Proof. Given a point x E R”, we define Y(x) to be the set of all the 
points y = (yr, . . , yt,lT E R”’ whose components yi satisfy the following 
condition: If aTx - b, > 0 then yi = - 1, if ayx - bi < 0 then yi = 1, and if 
ayx = bj then - 1~ yi < 1. Using this notation, one can verify that a point 
2 E R” solves (1.4) if and only if there exists 9 E Y(S) such that AT9 = 0 (e.g. 
Dax, 1989). The results of Theorem 4 imply the existence of a sequence {y& 
such that yk solves the problem 
minimize #IA’yll; - eb:y 
(5.7) 
subject to -eQy<e, 
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xk = ATyk /E. (5.8) 
Moreover, the optimality conditions of this problem, which are similar to 
(4.8), imply that yk E Y(z, + 1 ). On the other hand, the fact that the sequen:e 
{hk) is bounded ensures that it has at least one cluster point, say h. 
Consequently the sequence {zk} has a subsequence, say {zkj}, such that 
,. 
lim Azk = h-h. 
j-m J (5.9) 
The last limit indicates that the least squares problem 
minimize IIAz-h+hlli (5.10) 
has a solution f such that 
Af = b-h (5.11) 
and 
lim Azk. = Al. 
j-m J 
(5.12) 
Now the proof is concluded by showing that Z? solves (1.4). Let (xkj) and 
(ykl) denote the corresponding subsequences of {xk) and {yk). Then the limit 
(5.12) implies the existence of an index, say 1, such that yk, E Y(g) for all 
j > 2. Hence by combining (5.6) with (5.8) we obtain that 
lim IIATyklla = 6, 
k-m 
(5.13) 
which means that the least squares problem 
minimize IIATylli 
subject to Y E Y(2) 
has a solution, 9 E Y(S), that satisfies AT? = 6. 
(5.14) 
n 
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THEOREM 10. The sequence (zk) is bounded, and each cluster point of 
this sequence solves (1.4). 
Proof. It is sufficient to establish the first claim, since the second one is 
a direct corollary of Theorem 9. Recall that Range(Ar) is the orthogonal 
complement of Null(A). Hence za has a unique representation in the form 
ZO = uo +v,, (5.15) 
where 
u. E Nuff(A) and v. E Range(Ar). (5.16) 
Therefore there exists a vector y. E [w” such that 
Now from (5.4) and (5.8) we obtain 
Zk = Ilo +vk 
where 
These relations result in the equality 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
Azk = Avk, (5.20) 
which means that the sequence {Av& is bounded. Let (Y denote the smallest 
eigenvalue of ATA that differs from zero. Then, since vk E Range(Ar), 
which proves that the sequences {vkI and {zJ are bounded. 
COROLLARY 11. Zf (1.4 has a unique solution 2, then the sequence (zk) 
converges to this point. 
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In practice there is no need to calculate the exact solution of (5.31, and 
zk+, can be obtained from zk by applying a few iterations of the proposed 
row relaxation method. This raises the question of how to update y and r 
when starting to solve a new problem of the form (5.3). Preliminary experi- 
ments that we have done suggest that leaving these vectors in their current 
positions is a reasonable strategy. 
6. CONSTRAINED PROBLEMS 
This section outlines how the proposed method is modified to handle 
constrained 1, problems of the form 
minimize ~&4; + IlAx-bill 
(6.1) 
subject to x E x, 
where X denotes the set of all the points x E [w” that satisfy the linear 
constraints 
aTx > bi for i=m+l,...,l, (6.2a) 
aTx =bj for i=l+l,...,s. (6.2b) 
On writing this problem as a partially regularized LP problem, Theorems 1 
and 2 result in the following extensions of Theorems 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 12. Assume that X is not empty, and let S denote the set of all 
the points that solve the unregularized problem 
minimize IlAx-b]]l 
subject to x E x. 
(6.3) 
Then there exists a positive constant 6 > 0 such that all the problems of the 
form (6.1) which are generated by choosing E from the interval (0, S] have 
the same solution point, and this point is the unique solution of the problem 
minimize I Ix I I 2 
(6.4) 
subject to XES. 
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THEOREM 13. Assume that X is not empty, and let 9 E R” solve the 
problem 
minimize ;llAryll; - EBTY 
subject to -l< yi<l fm i=l,...,m (6.5) 
and Og yi for i=m+l,...,Z, 
where A is an s x n matrix whose rows are a:, i = 1,. . . , s, and L = 
(b ,, . . . , bJT E UP. Then the point 
is the unique solution of (6.1). 
The basic iteration of the proposed row relaxation method for solving 
(6.5) is composed of s steps, of which the i th deals with the i th row of a, 
i=l , . . . , s. Let y E R” denote the current estimate of the solution, and let 
r = ATy (6.7) 
denote the corresponding residual vector. Here it is assumed that the dual 
variables always satisfy 
-l,<yi,<l for i=l ,...,m (6.8a) 
and 
0 Q yi for i=m+l 1. 1..., (6.8b) 
Note that dual variables which correspond to primal equality constraints are 
unbounded. The objective function which is minimized during the i th step 
has the form 
f(e) = fllA’(y+ OG~)/[~- EL~(~+ 06,) =$Ileai +rlli -d@- ebTy (6.9) 
where 6, denotes the ith column of the s X s unit matrix. 
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For i = 1,. . . , m the change in yi attempts to solve the problem 
minimize f( 0) 
subject to -l<yi+e<l, 
(6.10) 
and the ith step is carried out exactly as in the unconstrained method. 
For i = m + 1,. ,Z the change in yi is aimed to solve the problem 
minimize f( 0) 
subject to yi+eao, 
(6.11) 
and the i th step coincides with the Lent-Censor implementation of Hildreth’s 
method: 
(a) Calculate B = - <aFr - .sbi)/arai. 
(b) Set S = max(w8, - y,}. 
(c) Set yi := yi + S and r := r+ Sa,. 
For i = 1 + 1,. . . , s there are no bounds on yi. Consequently there is no 
need to store yi, and the ith step coincides with that of Kaczmarz’s method: 
(a) Calculate 8 = - <aFr - ebi)/arai. 
(b) Set S = wi?. 
(c) Set r := r+ Sa,. 
Let yk E R” denote the current estimate of the solution at the end of the 
k th iteration, k = 1,2,. . . . The sequence {yk} is not necessarily bounded, and 
the convergence analysis of this iteration has to be based on a different 
argument. The assumption that (6.2) has a solution, say z, implies that the 
objective function of (6.5) can be written in the form 
F(y) = +iTyII; - &WY = ;llA’y-zll; + E i yivi - +zTz, (6.12) 
i=l 
where 
vi=arz-bi for i =l,...,l. (6.13) 
Moreover, since vi > 0 for i = m + 1.. . . , 2, it follows that F(y) is bounded 
from below in the feasible region. Therefore, since the sequence {F(yk)} is 
monotonic decreasing, the limit (4.6) holds. Now, by following the proof of 
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Theorem 5, one can verify that if the sequence {yk} has a cluster point, then 
this point solves (6.5). A further consequence of the presentation (6.12) and 
the fact that the sequence {F(ykl} is monotonic decreasing is that the 
sequences (A y, -z} and (ATyk /E) are bounded. This observation means that 
the sequence (ATyk /E) has at least one cluster point, say 2. Hence by 
following the proof of Theorem 7 it is possible to show that f solves (6.1). 
Therefore, since (6.1) has a unique solution, it follows that the sequence 
{dry, /.F} converges to 2, the unique minimizer of (6.1). 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The appeal of regularized I, problems lies in two points: 1, solutions are 
not sensitive to outliers, while regularization enables us to incorporate prior 
information on the solution. The effect of the initial information is controlled 
by the value of E, and if E is sufficiently small the regularized solution 
coincides with the minimum norm solution of the unregularized problem. An 
alternative way to approach an unregularized solution is to apply the pro- 
posed iterative improvement process. 
We have seen that for large values of E the new algorithm is likely to 
have fast (linear) convergence. On the other hand, for small values of E the 
asymptotic behavior of the algorithm can resemble that of Kaczmarz’s 
method, which in turn can be rather slow. However, this fact does not in 
itself condemn the new method, since Kaczmarz’s method has proven useful 
in many applications (e.g. Censor, 1981). Also, as was noted above, the 
iterative improvement technique enables us to avoid the use of small E. 
The simple structure of (1.11) opens the door for several other methods, 
If, for example, the problem is to be solved on a computer with parallel 
processors, one may prefer a Cimmino type method (e.g. Iusem and De 
Pierro, 1987, or Censor et al., 1988) or block iterative methods (e.g. Censor, 
1988). Another alternative is to apply a conjugate gradient scheme that is 
able to handle simple bounds (e.g. O’Leary, 1980). 
The value of the dual approach is not limited to large scale problems. If 
A is a medium sized dense matrix, then (1.11) can be solved by any available 
quadratic programming code. Of course an algorithm that takes into account 
the special structure of this problem is advantageous. The similarity between 
(1.11) and the bounded least squares problem 
minimize dllATy - bllf 
(7.1) 
subject to ai< y,gp,, i=l,..., m, 
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suggests that both problems can be solved in the same way. Experiments that 
we have done with active set methods for solving (7.1) show that the use of 
row relaxation methods to obtain a starting point is likely to result in large 
gains in efficiency (see Dax, 199Ob). This observation leads us to believe that 
the new algorithm can serve as a simple means for providing a good starting 
point for any active set method for solving (1.11) or (1.4). 
The duality relations between (1.1) and (3.11) raise the question of 
whether similar relations hold for other types of regularized least norm 
problems. In particular we are interested in the regularized I, problem 
minimize ;11xII; + IlAx-bll,. (7.2) 
By writing this problem as a partially regularized LP problem one can show 
that its dual has the form 
2 
maximize bTy - i 5 
II II E 2 (7.3) 
subject to llylll < 1, 
and if y solves the dual, then ATy/e solves the primal (see Dax, 199Od). A 
further extension of these results considers the regularized 1, problem 
minimize ;llxll; + IlAx-blip, (7.4) 
where 1 < p < 03. The dual of this problem has the form 
2 
maximize bTy - i ATy 
/I I/ E 2 (7.5) 
subject to IIy/& < 1, 
where 9 = p/(p - l), and if y solves the dual, then ATy/e solves the primal 
(see Dax, 1991). 
Last but not of least importance is the question of whether the sequence 
of dual points which is generated by the new algorithm always converges. 
We have seen that if the rows of A are linearly independent or (4.13) holds, 
then {yk) converges. However, when these assumptions are dropped, the 
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convergence of this sequence remains an open question. Similar difficulties 
arise in the analysis of relaxation methods for linear programming (e.g. 
Mangasarian, 1981, and Dax, 199Oc) and linear inequalities (e.g. Lent and 
Censor, 1980). Thus answering these questions poses a challenge for anyone 
interested in the theory behind such methods. 
The author is indebted to an anonymous referee for a careful reading of 
the manuscript and several helpful suggestions. 
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